Age and Generation
Head of Research Unit: PD Dr. Katrin Bromber

PD Dr. Katrin Bromber: Veterans, Volunteers and Welfare in Colonial and Postcolonial East Africa

Dr. Sara Chaveshah: Warfare and Welfare: Trajectories of Sanitizing Elderly Care between Family, State and Trans-local Networks in Iran-Iraq Borderlands.

Dr. Aksana Ismailkabekova: Future Building in Central Asia: Intergenerational Cooperation, Infrastructure, and Translocal Mobilities.

Dozent Dr. Samuli Schilke: The Search for a Normal Life: House building and Home-making between Egypt, Europe and the Gulf (Thysiss).


Associated/Affiliated

Dr. Khaled Adham: Intergenerational Inequalities: Urbanization, Capital, and Housing in Developing Countries.

Dr. Johannes Becker: The Arrival of Refugees in Existing Migrant Communities: The Role of Generational Memory and Community Formation in the Case of Assyrians in Jordan and Germany.

Dr. Jasmin Mohazhi: Dohuk Yeta (our oceanfront) – A Multifaceted Anthropological Study of Oral Archives and Embedded Knowledge Practices Along the Shatt Al-Arab.

Dr. Tabea Scherrer: Transnational Soziökonomische Positionen(neu)genommen: Somalischer Migrant*innen.

Dr. Magdalena Suerbaum: Parenting and Education: Choices in Contexts of Forced Displacement. Syrian Refugees in Berlin and Cairo

Environment and Justice
Head of Research Unit: PD Dr. Katharina Lange

PD Dr. Katharina Lange: Revisions of Rurality: Expertise, Experience and Exchange in the Production of Environmental Knowledge in a Changing Middle East, 1950s-2020s.


Dr. Jacob Neerenberg: Debating Extraction: Plural Visions of Infrastructure in Papua, Indonesia.

Dr. Nikolaus Olmen: Precarious Hour: Lives; Co-habitating with Radiation and Ignorance in Molotow-Su, Kyrgyzstan.

Dr. Steven Seres: The History of Poverty in the Southern Red Sea (DFG).

Dr. Hild Alkan Zeybek: In the Company of Plants: Multiscapes Care and Migrant Home-making in Germany (DFG).

Associated/Affiliated

Prof. Dr. Shadiq Hussein de Araújo: Green Heat: Multiple, Translocal, and Encrusted Through Encounters (AvH).

Claudio Ghirati: Darmasz 1946-1963. From the Reinvented City to the Popular Authoritative State.


Representations of the Past
Head of Research Unit: Dr. Heike Liebau

PD Dr. Heike Liebau: Historical icons and Representations of the Past.


Dr. Veronica Ferentz: Paper Trails and Dislocated Bureaucracies (Normality and Crisis, BMBF).

Reyazul Haque: Movements and Concepts: Production of images of India in GDR Newsreels (MDA, DFG).

Prof. Dr. Sanjó Hegazy: Transforming Memoriae: Morocco in the Aftermath of the Truth and Reconciliation Instance.

Dr. Stefan Kirmse: Eurasian Borderslands, Past and Present.


Contested Religion
Head of Research Unit: Dr. Abdoulayye Sounaye

PD Dr. Abdoulayye Sounaye: Religion, Morality and Boko Haram in West Africa: Students’ Struggling for a Good Life (RemoBobo, Leibniz Competition).

Adéjoké Retuf Adébító: Religiousity and Higher Education at the University of Ilorin, Nigeria, 1948–2020 (RemoBobo, Leibniz Competition).

Dr. Despina Dandakou: Indian Ocean Retrotopia on the Western Indian Littoral (DFG).

Vincent Favier: Preaching and Teaching Religious Knowledge and Performance at the University of RemoBobo, Leibniz Competition.

Prof. Dr. Kai Kresse: Contested Knowledge, Sociality, and Religion: Intellectual Culture under Postcolonial Conditions on the Swahili Coast and Beyond & Anthropology (in the North) and Theory (from the South).

Dr. Frédéric Madoz: Salafism and Pentecostalism on University Campuses in Benin and Togo since the 1970s: Living Religion in Secular Contexts (RemoBobo, Leibniz Competition).

Bello Adomuhamadou: Religious Dynamics and the Interaction Between Religion and Secularity at Abu-Dou Mamour University of Niamey, Niger (RemoBobo, Leibniz Competition).

Dr. Maria-Magdalena Prüß: Borderland of Arab and the Invisible and the Medial Organization of the Virtual in Islam (AvH).

Dr. Maria-Magdalena Prüß: Borderland of Arab and the Invisible European Muslim, European Orientalism, and the Academic Study of Islam (AvH).

Sohail AIl: The Contending Political Theologies of Pakistan’s Transnational Islamic Actors: A Comparison of Mainstream Debands Discourses and Militant Islamism (AvH).

Dr. Daniele Cantini: Scholarly Ways, Mobility, Knowledge Production and Research Capacity Building between Europe and the Middle East.


Dr. Mohammed Hashas: Contemporary Moroccan Thought: On Philosophy, Theology, Society, and Culture.

Rahina Muzuza, PhD: From Calabar to Berlin: Girls Trafficking from Nigeria to Europe and the Role of African Traditional Religion (Thysiss).

Dr. Benedict Pontzen: Rethinking Religious Diversity: Living with Spirits in Asante, Ghana (AvH).

Deepra Dandekar: Urban Infrastructure in Pre-2011 Aleppo. Civil and Community Formation in the Case of Assyrians in Jordan and Germany.


Jasmin Chavoshian: Re-Interpretation of the Familial Socialization within Syriac Families in Germany: Normality and Crisis, BMBF.

Dr. Jasmin Chavoshian: Re-Interpretation of the Familial Socialization within Syriac Families in Germany: Normality and Crisis, BMBF.